PC 103
Quinlin family
Family photographs, ca. 1883-1985

DESCRIPTION
Photographs of Quinlin family members including the Willhite family, Fabre family, Margaret Quinlin Guthrie, and Lilly Foyle Quinlin Hernandez. Most of the photographs were taken between 1920 and 1969; there is one photograph of Anna Quinlin dated 1883 and of Willis Quinlin dated 1884. The photographs are primarily the family of James Quinlin's stepson, Willis Foyle Quinlin.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
James Quinlin, pioneer blacksmith and teamster, homesteaded in Arizona in 1864 and the Quinlin Mountains were named for him. He was married to Anna Rogers Foyle. Her first husband was John Foyle and Willis Foyle Quinlin was their son. The Wilhite and Fabre families descend from Willis Foyle Quinlin. James and Anna had two daughters, Flora and Maggie.

RELATED MATERIAL
MS 0319 Donald Quinlin Guthrie papers

ACQUISITION
Unknown.

ACCESS
There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT
Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING
Kim Frontz prepared the finding aid in August 2002.